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John Rizzo

THIRTY YEARS OF CONTROVERSY AND CRISIS IN THE CIA

John Rizzo

"THE MOST INFLUENTIAL CAREER LAWYER IN CIA HISTORY." — LOS ANGELES TIMES


Company Man

The family lawyer in The Godfather, and you begin to feel and hear... If you're interested in the inside life — DAVID IGNATIUS, Washington Post columnist and bestselling author of Body of Lies and the forthcoming The Director...

...it called John. Rizzo knows where the bodies are. Company Man reads like the CIA's conscience: from collecting information to killing terrorists...interrogate suspects and then destroy the evidence?

— RICHARD ENGEL, NBC News chief foreign correspondent and author of War Journal

A revealing insider account of the top ranks of the CIA and controversial-era. There is news and humor in this book, and there is a lot of fabulous stuff. When I read about the fun that John Rizzo had...Company Man reads like the CIA's conscience: from collecting information to killing terrorists...interrogate suspects and then destroy the evidence?

— DANA PRIEST, two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist for The Washington Post and coauthor of Top Secret America

...the scope of his fascinating career in Company Man. A great read about the foreign policy and intelligence — the centrality of policy and intelligence

— ROBERT BAER, New York Times-bestselling author of See No Evil and The Perfect Kill

...nobody worked harder to protect the nation than John Rizzo. Company Man offers fresh insights into the politics of espionage, the crisis in the CIA...

— GEORGE J. TENET, former director of the CIA
All statements of fact, opinion, or analysis expressed are those of the author and do not reflect the official positions or views of the CIA or any other U.S. government agency. Nothing in the contents should be construed as asserting or implying U.S. government authentication of information or Agency endorsement of the author's views. The material has been reviewed by the CIA to prevent the disclosure of classified information.
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